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The hypothesis that asset returns are normally distributed has been widely rejected. The
literature has shown that empirical a<>set returns are highly skewed and Ieptokurtic. The
affine jump-diffusion (AJD) model improves upon the normal specification by adding a
jump component to the price process. Two important extensions proposed by Ramezani
and Zeng (1998) and Kou (2002) further improve the AJD specification by having two
jump components in the price process, resulting in the asymmetric affine jump-diffusion
(AAJD) specification. The AAJD specification allows the probability distribution of the
returns to be asymmetrical. That is, the tails of the distribution are allowed to have dilferent
shapes and densities. The empirical literature on the "leverage effect" shows that the impact
of innovations in prices on volatility is asymmetric: declines in stock prices are accompanied by larger increases in volatility than the reverse. The asymmetry in AAJD specification indirectly accounts for the leverage effect and is therefore more consistent with the
empirical distributions of asset returns. As a result, the AAJD specification has been widely
adopted in the portfolio choice, option pricing, and other branches of the literature.
However, because of their complexity, empirical estimation of the AAJD models has
received little attention to date. The primary objective of this paper is to contribute to the
econometric methods for estimating the parameters of the AAJD models. Specifically, we
develop a Bayesian estimation technique. We provide a comparison of the estimated
parameters under the Bayesian and maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) methodologies
using the S&P 500, the NASDAQ, and selected individual stocks. Focusing on the most
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recent spectacular market bust (2007-2009 ) and boom (2009-2010) periods, we examine
how the parameter estimates differ under distinctly different economic conditions.
Keywords: Asset price processes; affine jump-diffusion; double expo nential j ump-diffusi on;
Markov chain Monte Carlo; Bayesian econometrics.

1. Introduction
Almost every aspect of modem finance theory, from valuations and portfolio
choice to option pricing and corporate finance , as well as the ever expanding field
of mathematical finance, critically depends upon the form of the probability distribution governing the asset returns. Although geometric brownian motion (GBM)
had served as a convenient paradigm for some time, as the empirical evidence
against GBM accumul ated, the affine jump-diffusion (AJD) representation, pioneered by Merton (1976), gained wide acceptance primarily because it was shown
to be consistent with the empirical features of asset return s (higher mode and
excess kurtosis and skewness).
While the simple AJD specification admits a leptokurtic and asymmetric return
distribution, it has proved to be inadequate in fully matching the sample moments
of asset returns. In its most popular form, the AJD price process has a single jump
component that captures the impact of news on security prices (Merton, 1976).
News that leads to positive jumps in prices -good news - and news that leads to
negative jumps in prices -bad news -are not distinguished by their intensity or
distributional characteristics. This potential limitation of the simple jump-diffusion
framework has led to two alternative specifications.
Under the Pareto-Beta jump-diffusion (PBJD) proposed by Ramezani and Zeng
( 1998), good and bad news are generated by two independent Poisson processes
where the jump magnitudes are drawn from the Pareto and Beta distributions.
Alternatively, Kou (2002) proposed the double exponential jump-diffusion (DEJD)
where a single Poisson process with fixed intensity generates news, but the jump
magnitudes representing abnormal up- and down-price movements are drawn from
two independent exponential distributions. As Ramezani and Zeng (2007) have
shown, the two models are closely related in that the parameters of one model may
be retrieved from the other. Given the close kinship between these models,
henceforth we will refer to them as the asymmetric affine jump-diffusion (AAJD)
specifications.
The AAJD representation has gained popularity primarily because of its
distributional flexibility. Furthermore, as Kou (2007) and others have shown, the
AAJD specifications lead to nearly anal ytical option pricing formul as for certain
exotic and path dependent options. This is a significant adv antage as most of the
existing methods for pricing options under the jump-diffusion processes are
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confined to plain vanilla European options. Because of these and other advantageous features (Kou, 2007 , p, 86), the applications of the AAJD framework has
been expanding in the literature. Kou (2007) and Ramezani and Zeng (2007)
provide a survey of important applications of AAJD framewor~. More recent
extensions of the AAJD representations to other areas of econonucs and finance
include Bertrand and Prigent (20 I I), Bo et al. (20 12), Dao and Jean blanc (2006),
Deng et al. (20 12), Dotsis et al. (2006), Moazeni et al. (20 II) and Zhang et al.
(2012).
.
..
Despite the growing interest in AAJD specification, estimatiOn and ~mpmcal
assessment of this model has received sparse attention to date. In practice, most
studies have arbitrarily assumed "reasonable" parameter values under each specification and proceeded to carry out their intended analysis. A notable exception is
Ramezani and Zeng (2007), who utilize maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) to
provide parameter estimates for the AAJD specification . The empi_rical tests p~r
formed by these authors suggests that the AAJD specification provides ~ supenor
fit to asset returns, relative to Merton's (1976) single jump and the classical GBM
1

specifications.
In recent years, Bayesian estimation methods have been developed for the AID
models (Johannes and Polson, 2009), but these procedures have not been extended
to the AAJD specifications. The primary objective of this paper is to fill this gap in
the literature. To assess the accuracy of our proposed Bayesian estimation method,
we provide a comparison of the parameter estimates with those obtaine~ via
MLE. This comparison is done using daily returns for identical sample penods;
1962-2003 for the S&P 500, 1973-2003 for the NASDAQ and 1999- 2003 for
various individual stocks. To our knowledge, this is the first such comparison for
the AAJD models. We fmd that our Bayesian estimation procedure produces
comparable parameter estimates, with significantly smaller standard errors. In
Sec. 2, we briefl y present the details of the AAJD specifications, In Sec. 3, we
discuss our Bayesian estimation method. Using a simulation exercise, we demonstrate the reliability of our proposed method to estimate the parameters of
AAJD. In Sec. 4, we present our empirical results and provide a comparison of the
Bayesian and the MLE estimates. We also use our Bayesian estimation estimate
the parameters in the boom and bust periods of 2008-2010. In particular, we
examine the differences in the parameter estimates using the bear, bull and
combined market periods. The paper concludes with sugge stions for future

t?

enhancements to this line of research.

1 For

a survey of esti mation procedures for AJD class of representations see Zhao (2008). Sin (2006) and the

papers in Alt-Sahalia and Hansen (2004).
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2. Asymmetric Affine Jump-Diffusion Models
In this section, we present two versions of the AAJD specifications for asset return
processes. As noted, these extensions to the AJD specification have gained popularity because of their desirable theoretical and empirical features. Although these
models both appear in the literature, they are equivalent in that both imply the same
probability law for daily returns. Indeed, given parameters corresponding to one
model, Ramezani and Zeng (2007) show how to derive the parameters for the other
specification that yield identical dynan1ics. However, these two model specifications each reflect a particular intuition as to the underlying role played by jumps in
the daily return process, and both have been found useful in applications. Therefore, in this paper we discuss the implementation of our proposed econometric
methodology in both contexts.

jump magnitudes for good and bad news are drawn from the Pareto and Beta
distributions respectively.
Let S(t) denote the price of stock at time t, the PBJD process can be represented
by
dS(t)
- = JI,dt + adZ(t) +
S(t-)

L
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where !-l and cr are the drift and volatility terms, Z(t) is a standard Wiener process,
Vj is the jump magnitude, and N/)) are independent Poisson processes with
intensity parameters Aj (j = u, d represent up- and down-jumps respectively). It is
assumed that the up-jump magnitudes vu are distributed Pareto (IJu) and the downjump magnitudes Vd are distributed Beta (IJd• I). Letting Y = ln(V), Ramezani and
Zeng (2007) show that the distribution of Y is

2.1. Perato-Beta jump diffusion
The PBJD posits that the return process contains two jump components, representing good and bad news arrival. Each type of news is generated by an independent Poisson process that lead to up- or down-jumps in prices, whose
magnitudes are drawn from the Pareto and Beta distributions, respectively. This
formulation is consistent with Milgram (1981), who formalized the notion of
" good" and "bad" news and showed that the arrival of good (bad) news about a
firm's prospects will always lead to a rise (fall) in its share price. Ramezani and
Zeng ( 1998) present other plausible economic justifications for invoking a distinction between good and bad news. They note that for individual stocks, discontinuous up- and down-price movements may be a consequence of shocks to
earnings expectations, significant changes in the operations and the financial
structure of the firm, unexpected changes in its competitive environment or its
organizational form, and sudden shifts in its corporate plans. Similarly, at the stock
index level , major political events, macroeconomic policy decisions, such as a cut
(increase) in interest rates by the Federal Reserve serves as the unexpected good
(bad) news that leads to an up- (down-) jump in index value?
The separation of good from bad news implies that the range of values for the
random percentage change in prices must be constrained. Because stocks represent
limited liability, the percentage change in price due to bad news must be bounded
from below by minus one hundred percent. Similarly, the percentage change in
price due to arrival of good news must be positive. To capture these restrictions, the

2 Maheu and McCurdy (2004) show that expansionary and contractionary economi c periods are accompanied with
unequal frequency of good and bad news arrivals. Section 4 provides direct evide nce in support of this conjecture
using recent data that span the dramatic bull and bear market periods (2007-2010).
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Let S(t) be the closing price at time (day) t. The daily return for period i is defined
and -r = (r 1 , . . . , rM) are the returns over
the period
as' r I. = In(~)
S(i- 1) ,
.
i = 1, . . . , M. Under the PBJD specification, daily returns are mdependent and
identically distributed (liD) with probability density function (pdf), f(r;JBrsm),
given by
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where Brsm = (!-l, cr, Au, Ad, IJu, IJd) and P(jJA) = ej~,v. The density f(rdBrsm? is the
Poisson weighted mixture of the densities, hz,mCriBrsm), for a return compnsed of
n up-jumps and m down-jumps. For our empirical analysis, we use time discretization of the continuous returns process to estimate the AAJD models. For this
purpose, we follow the standard practice and calculate daily returns using close-toclose prices (i:) . As such, Eraker et al. (2003) find that this form of "time-discretizations" of the AJD price processes does not introduce any biases in the
Bayesian parameter estimates and the discretization bia<> will be negligible when
data is sampled at high frequencies such as daily.

2.2. Double exponential jump diffusion
The economic interpretation of the DEJD, proposed by Kou (2002), differs from
the PBJD. Under the DEJD specification, a single Poisson process generates news
and the jump magnitudes representing abnormal up- and down-price movements
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and the jump magnitudes representing abnormal up- and down-price movements
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are drawn from two independent exponential distributions, with the return process
given by
dS(t)
S(t-) = j.1dt

L

N(l)

+ CJdZ(t) +

(V;- 1)dN(At),

l=l

where N(A) is an independent Poisson processes with intensity parameter A and V;
is a sequence of liD random variables. Kou (2002) assumes that Y = ln(V) has an
liD mixture distribution of Exponentials is given by
fy(y) = Prtue -rt"v l(y 2:: 0)

+ (l

- p )ytde 'ldY I (y

< 0),

where p is the mixing probability. Under this specification, daily returns are liD
with pdf, f(r;j8 0 EJ 0 ), given by
CD

f(r;JBoEJo) =

L P(kjA)fk(r;IBoEJo),

It should be noted that when the price processes, S(t), follows the same probability law under both PBJD and DEJD specifications (i.e. the jumps magnitudes
are exponentially distributed and the arrival rates are independent), the above
mathematical restrictions will hold exactly. In that case, the two models are simply
different parameterization of the same underlying process. Moreover, as our empirical results show, parameter estimates implied by observed data do not in
general satisfy the above mathematical relationships. So, it does make a difference
in terms of both implementation and interpretation which model formulation is
used in practical applications.

(2)

k=O

where BoEJo = (j.I,CJ,A,p,ytu,rtd) and the density j(r,JBoEJo) is the Poisson
weighted mixture of the densities, fk(r;j8 0 EJ 0 ), for a return comprised of k jumps.

2.3. The equivalence between PBJD and DEJD
Ramezani and Zeng (2007) established the connection between the PBJD and
DEJD specifications. Relying on the fact the logarithm of Pareto and Beta distributed random variables is exponentially distributed and assuming that ),u and Ad
are independent Poisson processes, they show that the parameters of one
model may be retrieved from the other by imposing the following mathematical
restrictions:
(3)

2.4. The leverage effect
The "leverage effect" refers to the negative correlation between innovation in prices
and both the implied and the realized volatility. The most cited explanation, due to
Black (1976), ties this relationship to the effect a change in market valuation of a
firm's equity has on the degree of leverage in its capital structure, with an increase
in leverage producing an increase in stock volatility.
Figlewski and Want (2000) use both returns and directly measured leverage
to examine the hypothetical explanation for the leverage effect as it applies to
the individual stocks in the S&PlOO (OEX) index, and to the index itself. They
find a strong leverage effect associated with declining stock prices, but also
numerous anomalies that call into question its existence. They conclude that the
leverage effect is "much weaker or non-existent" when positive price changes
reduce leverage. They also note that the effect of leverage is too small for
individual firms, too large for the index, and the impact of leverage on volatility
appears to die out over a few months. Most importantly, they find that there is
no effect on volatility when leverage changes because of a change in outstanding debt or shares, only when stock prices change. They conclude that the
leverage effect is a "down market effect" that may have little direct connection

For estimation purposes, both models have the same number of parameters, though
their interpretation is different; the single jump rate governing news arrival under
DEJD, A, is simply the sum of the two independent up- and down-jump news
arrival rates under PBJD. Moreover, the probability of a draw from the upper tail of
the double exponential distribution, p, is determined by the relative arrival rate of
the up-jumps to the total arrival rate. Note that relative to the Normal distribution,
both specification are capable of generating a higher peak, positive or negative
skewness, and positive kurtosis. Therefore, both models are likely to better match
the empirical moments of returns.

to firm leverage.
At the modeling stage, there has been some work toward integrating the leverage effect into the AJD specification prior to undertaking any empirical work.
This is often achieved by formally specifying a relationship between price innovations and instantaneous volatility of returns. For example, by allowing for stochastic volatility, stochastic jump intensity, or stochastic skewness. Alternatively, a
stochastic volatility model with time-varying correlation between return and volatility innovations may be specified. Other methods include the constant elasticity
of variance model or GARCH models that incorporate time-varying skewness.
Figlewski and Want (2000) and Ait-Sahalia et al. (2013) provide a discussion of
alternative specifications and estimation issues that arise.
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(3)
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The "leverage effect" refers to the negative correlation between innovation in prices
and both the implied and the realized volatility. The most cited explanation, due to
Black (1976), ties this relationship to the effect a change in market valuation of a
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in leverage producing an increase in stock volatility.
Figlewski and Want (2000) use both returns and directly measured leverage
to examine the hypothetical explanation for the leverage effect as it applies to
the individual stocks in the S&PlOO (OEX) index, and to the index itself. They
find a strong leverage effect associated with declining stock prices, but also
numerous anomalies that call into question its existence. They conclude that the
leverage effect is "much weaker or non-existent" when positive price changes
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appears to die out over a few months. Most importantly, they find that there is
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leverage effect is a "down market effect" that may have little direct connection

For estimation purposes, both models have the same number of parameters, though
their interpretation is different; the single jump rate governing news arrival under
DEJD, A, is simply the sum of the two independent up- and down-jump news
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the up-jumps to the total arrival rate. Note that relative to the Normal distribution,
both specification are capable of generating a higher peak, positive or negative
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to firm leverage.
At the modeling stage, there has been some work toward integrating the leverage effect into the AJD specification prior to undertaking any empirical work.
This is often achieved by formally specifying a relationship between price innovations and instantaneous volatility of returns. For example, by allowing for stochastic volatility, stochastic jump intensity, or stochastic skewness. Alternatively, a
stochastic volatility model with time-varying correlation between return and volatility innovations may be specified. Other methods include the constant elasticity
of variance model or GARCH models that incorporate time-varying skewness.
Figlewski and Want (2000) and Ait-Sahalia et al. (2013) provide a discussion of
alternative specifications and estimation issues that arise.
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data (!:) and the unobserved states variables (Y). After integrating out the latent
variables, we utilize the Bayes' rule to write the posterior distribution for the

The AAJD specifications do not formally account for the leverage effect.
~owever, . thes~ specifications can be easily extended to capture this effect by
mcorporaung ttme varying parameters (i.e. volatility, jump size and intensities).
For example, since the leverage effect implies that "bad news" about returns are
more likely to be associated with increases in volatility, we can simply link instantaneous volatility to the down-jump components of AAJD model. It is important to note that such additional " model flexibility" aimed at capturing empirical
feature of the data will considerably increase the complexity of the estimation
pr~cedure, leading to significant trade-offs in terms of the statistical validity of the
esttmated parameters (see Ait-Sahalia et al., 2013). To conclude, the extant empirical literature shows that the impact of innovations in prices on volatility is
generally .asymmetric: other things equal, declines in stock prices are accompanied
by larger mcreases in ~olatility than the decline in volatility that accompanies rising
~tock m~kets. We beheve that the AAJD indirectly captures this asymmetry since
tt uses dtfferent distributions for the tails of return distribution.

parameters of the PBJD specification

f (Brsm Ir)

a<;

ex: L(d Brsm )f (Orsm)
ex L(!:J8rsm2f(u, a 2 , ),,, AJ, flu• 'ld)
ex L(r JBrsm)f(u )/( a 2 )f().u)f(AJ )f('lu )f('ld)

where the likelihood function is L(d8r 810 ) = TI~tf(r; JBrsm) andf(r; J8rsm) is
the marginal likelihood function given by Eq. (I). Relying on the independence
assumption, the joint distribution of the parameters is written as the product of the
marginal prior distributions.
Bayesian estimation requires that the researcher propose a prior distribution for
the model parameters. For our models the choice of the priors is very important, as
each distribution serves critical economic and statistical roles . Moreover, the
choice allows us to incorporate important economic information such as positivity
of key parameters (i.e. a > 0, ..t > 0, and p E [0, I]). Statistically, the specification
of the priors can also help impose "stationarity" or to separate up- and down-jump

3. Bayesian Parameter Estimation

components.
Following Eraker et al. (2003), Johannes and Polson (2009), Jacquier and
Polson (20 11) and the extant Bayesian AJD estimation literature, we assume uninformed (improper, vague) priors for the distribution of the model parameters.
This decision is dictated by the fact that, aside from "toy models", it is very
difficult to specify informative priors for complex and high dimensional models
such as the AAJD. An advantage of assuming uninformed priors is that it relieves
the researcher from having to select from many alternative priors (as well as
estimating hyper parameters). Assuming uninformed, on the other hand, places the
burden of parameter estimation entirely on the observed data.
Even with uninformed priors, it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to
analytically establish the posterior distribution, f(8p 810 Jr), because of the complexities associate with Eq. (I). Hence, a suitable "proposal distribution" for the
joint posterior distribution of the model parameters rarely exists and consequently
even an "appropriate" Metropolis-Hasting (MH) algorithm would have low
acceptance rates and would be computationally unattractive (Eraker et al., 2003).
Estimating AAJD type models is a challenging task under both the MLE and the
Bayesian estimation. The return density given by Eq. (1) contains infinite summations. In practice, the summations are truncated, after a few iterations when the
value of the likelihood function does not change "significantly". To avoid the
infinite summation problem, Ball and Torous ( 1983) proposed a Bernoulli approximation to the density function for a process with a single jump component.

Bayesian estimation methods have become more attractive and broadly used in
financ~ and . eco~omic research in recent years (Johannes and Polson, 2009).
Bayestan esttmatton methods that are well suited to the AID processes have been
studie.d by Eraker et al. (2003), Li et al. (2008), Goncalves and Roberts (2012),
Jacqmer eta/. (2007), and Johannes and Polson (2009). In this section, we present
our proposed Bayesian estimation method for the above discretely observed jumpdiffusion models. Our proposed methodology parallels that of Eraker et al. (2003)
and Johanne~ and Polson (2009) in every respect, except we allow for two jump
components m the return processes. This estimation approach consists of an MCMC
algorithm to obtain a sample from each model's joint posterior disttibution of the
parameters and the latent variables.3 Our main contribution to the literature concerns
the development of an algorithm that is particularly well suited to the AAJD class of
specificat~ons. A.s w~ demonstrate below, Bayesian estimation of these discretely
observed JUmp-dtffuswn models requires careful development of a model truncation
scheme, as well as the development of an appropriate Gibbs Sampler (GS).
. The MCMC method breaks the joint distribution of model parameters into
tts conditionals, which are of lower dimension and easier to sample from. To see
the details of our approach, let us focus on the PBJD specification and assume
that the elements of @PBJD are mutually independent. The posterior distribution
f(Brsml Y, £), summarizes the information about the parameters, given the return~
3 For a survey of MC MC methods and recent developments in their application see Greyer ( 201 1).
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The AAJD specifications do not formally account for the leverage effect.
~owever, . thes~ specifi~ations can be easily extended to capture this effect by
mcorporaung time varymg parameters (i.e. volatility, jump size and intensities).
For example, since the leverage effect implies that "bad news" about returns are
more likely to be associated with increases in volatility, we can simply link instantaneous volatility to the down-jump components of AAJD model. It is important to note that such additional "model flexibility" aimed at capturing empirical
feature of the data will considerably increase the complexity of the estimation
pr~cedure, leading to significant trade-offs in terms of the statistical validity of the
estimated parameters (see Ait-Sahalia et al. , 2013). To conclude, the extant empirical literature shows that the impact of innovations in prices on volatility is
generally .asymmetric: other things equal, declines in stock prices are accompanied
by larger mcreases in volatility than the decline in volatility that accompanies rising
~tock m~kets. We believe that the AAJD indirectly captures this asymmetry since
It uses different distributions for the tails of return distribution.

3. Bayesian Parameter Estimation
Bayesian estimation methods have become more attractive and broadly used in
financ~ and . eco~omic research in recent years (Johannes and Polson, 2009).
Bayestan estlmatton methods that are well suited to the AID processes have been
studie.d by Eraker et al. (2003), Li et al. (2008), Goncalves and Roberts (2012),
Jacqmer eta!. (2007), and Johannes and Polson (2009). In this section, we present
our proposed Bayesian estimation method for the above discretely observed jumpdiffusion models. Our proposed methodology parallels that of Eraker et al. (2003)
and Johanne~ and Polson (2009) in every respect, except we allow for two jump
components m the return processes. This estimation approach consists of an MCMC
algorithm to obtain a sample from each model's joint posterior distribution of the
parameters and the latent variables.3 Our main conttibution to the literature concerns
the development of an algorithm that is particularly well suited to the AAJD class of
specificati.ons. A.s w~ demonstrate below, Bayesian estimation of these discretely
observed JUmp-diffusiOn models requires careful development of a model truncation
scheme, as well as the development of an appropriate Gibbs Sampler (GS).
. The MCMC method breaks the joint distribution of model parameters into
Its conditionals, which are of lower dimension and easier to sample from. To see
the details of our approach, let us focus on the PBJD specification and assume
that the elements of @PBJD are mutually independent. The posterior distribution,
.f( 8psm IY, !.), summarizes the information about the parameters, given the returns

data (r) and the unobserved states variables (Y). After integrating out the latent
variables, we utilize the Bayes' rule to write the posterior distribution for the
parameters of the PBJD specification as

f(8p 8 ml£) x L(d8p 810 )f(Op810 )
ex L(rJ8psm2f(,u, a 2, ),u, AJ, flu• 'ld)
ex L(r_J8psm)f(,u)f( a 2)f().u)f(A.d lf('lu )f('ld)
where the likelihood function is L(d8p 8 m) = TI~tf(r; J8p 8 m) andf(r; J8psJD) is
the marginal likelihood function given by Eq. (I). Relying on the independence
assumption, the joint distribution of the parameters is written as the product of the
marginal prior distributions.
Bayesian estimation requires that the researcher propose a prior distribution for
the model parameters. For our models the choice of the priors is very important, as
each distribution serves critical economic and statistical roles . Moreover, the
choice allows us to incorporate important economic information such as positivity
of key parameters (i.e. a > 0, A. > 0, and p E [0, I]). Statistically, the specification
of the priors can also help impose "stationarity" or to separate up- and down -jump
components.
Following Eraker et al. (2003), Johannes and Polson (2009), Jacquier and
Polson (20 11) and the extant Bayesian AJD estimation literature, we assume uninformed (improper, vague) priors for the distribution of the model parameters.
This decision is dictated by the fact that, aside from "toy models", it is very
difficult to specify informative priors for complex and high dimensional models
such as the AAJD. An advantage of assuming uninformed priors is that it relieves
the researcher from having to select from many alternative priors (as well as
estimating hyper parameters). Assuming uninformed, on the other hand, places the
burden of parameter estimation entirely on the observed data.
Even with uninformed priors, it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to
analytically establish the posterior distribution, f(8psJD Jr_), because of the complexities associate with Eq. (I). Hence, a suitable "proposal distribution" for the
joint posterior distribution of the model parameters rarely exists and consequently
even an "appropriate" Metropolis-Hasting (MH) algorithm would have low
acceptance rates and would be computationally unattractive (Eraker et al., 2003).
Estimating AAJD type models is a challenging task under both the MLE and the
Bayesian estimation . The return density given by Eq. (1) contains infinite summations. In practice, the summations are truncated, after a few iterations when the
value of the likelihood function does not change "significantly". To avoid the
infinite summation problem, Ball and Torous ( 1983) proposed a Bernoulli approximation to the density function for a process with a single jump component.

3 For a survey o f MC MC methods and recent deve lopments in their application see Greyer ( 20 1 1).
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Such approximation requires that during the time period under consideration, either no-jump or at most a single jump occurs.
In the extant literature that relies on the approximate Bernoulli mixture model, A
is interpreted as the mixing parameter (probability), with its domain restricted to
the closed interval [0, I] . This is clearly inconsistent with the interpretation of ). > 0
as the arrival rate of a jump process. In the case of DEJD specification which
contains one arrival rate, Kou (2002, footnote 7, p. 1091) proposes the Bernoulli
approximation, again requiring A E [0, 1] to act as the mixing parameter. The PBJD
model has two arrival rates and it is not clear if the Bernoulli approximation may
be applied and whether it is an appropriate approximation to the full model. To
summarize, the Bernoulli approximation for both AAJD models may be inadequate
and it may have severe consequences for the estimated parameters.
To see this, note that in Eq. (2), A is the parameter governing the arrival rate of
the Poisson jumps and not the probability of a jump, P(k = 1IA.) = e - A. . Treating A
as a mixing probability constrains the estimation such that A. E [0, 11 rather than
allowing A E R+. Furthermore, after values of). are estimated, the resulting density
function may not have mixing probabilities that sum to one because the summations are truncated and rarely normalized. 4 Our experience with simulation has
shown that the approximate Bernoulli mixture models do not reliably estimate
values of A greater than 0.5.
An important contribution of the present paper is to offer an elegant methodology to overcome this shortcoming, while retaining the simplicity of the Bernoulli
approximation. Specifically, we extend the Bernoulli approach for the AID models
to the AAJD models with a truncated trinomial mixture approximation to Eq. (1 ).
Our hypothesis for the random generation of the data includes three mutually
exclusive states: either no jumps occur, or at least one up-jump and no down-jumps
occur, or at least one down-jump and no up-jumps occur. Let Nu be the number of
up-jumps with N 11 " ' Poisson(A11 ) and Nd be the number of down-jumps with
N" "' Poisson(Ad)· Assume N 11 and Nd are independent. The probabilities of the
three mutually exclusive states are
P(NII

>
-

I ' Nd = 0) =( I - e ···A.., )e-J." =
-

P(Nu = 0 ' N d

>
_

1) = e-J.u(le - :..d) =
_
-

11

A u,
11

A,f,

(5)
(6)

interday close-to-close returns, we assume that the "net jump size" in a given day can
only be in one direction, up or down. Hence, in our schemefo,m ~ !o, 1 andfn.o ~ Ao
for all n , m EN, andfo,o would represent "a wash" of the many up- and down-jumps
from the intraday price movements. Note that the influence of the proposed ap5
proximation for Jo,m lf,,,o) is quite negligible. Our proposed approximation will
result in a truncated daily return density function for the PBJD specification

f(r;!B~BJD) =
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-
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where f(r;IB~BJD) is an approximation for the full-model dens~ty ill _Eq· (1). _we
utilize this approximate trinomial mixture model in conjunctiOn with a G1~bs
Sampler (GS) to estimate the parameters of the PBJD specifications. Path averagmg
of the inverse of the above state probabilities, Eqs. (5)-(7), provides estimates of Au
and At~· Additionally, the estimates of Jc and p are obtained by path aver~gmg of
Eqs. (3) and (4). Because of the mass preservation and reverse transformatiOn~, the
interpretation of Au and AJ is preserved and unlike the standard Bernoulli approximation, these parameters are not confined to the [0, 1] interval. Furthermore,
'lu and 'ld represent the average "net jump" amplitude per day. A summary ~f the
full model, its approximation, and the GS algorithm are in Table 1. The details ?f
the sampling schemes for the latent variables and the parameters are presented m
the Appendix .
For the DEJD specification, we use the Bernoulli approach but sample from two
different exponentially distributed jump magnitudes (see p. 1091 Kou, 2?02).
Specifically, it is assumed that in each time period, no jumps or at least one JUmp
event may occur. The probability of these mutually exclusive events are

=:::A.'

(8)

P(N 2: 1) =::: I - ).'

(9)

P(N = 0) =

The purpose of this parameterization is to allow for more than one jump event to
drive the discontinuous component of the price process. Since we are working with
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4 Jorion ( 1988) demonstrated the limitation s of the Bernoulli approxi mation for the MLB estimation of parameters
of the AJD process.
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the mixing probability weights associ ated with more than one jump per period

declines exponentially.
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Such approximation requires that during the time period under consideration, either no-jump or at most a single jump occurs.
In the extant literature that relies on the approximate Bernoulli mixture model, A.
is interpreted as the mixing parameter (probability), with its domain restricted to
the closed interval [0, 1]. This is clearly inconsistent with the interpretation of ), > 0
as the arrival rate of a jump process. In the case of DEJD specification which
contains one arrival rate, Kou (2002, footnote 7, p. 1091) proposes the Bernoulli
approximation, again requiring A. E [0, 1] to act as the mixing parameter. The PBJD
model has two arrival rates and it is not clear if the Bernoulli approximation may
be applied and whether it is an appropriate approximation to the full model. To
summarize, the Bernoulli approximation for both AAJD models may be inadequate
and it may have severe consequences for the estimated parameters.
To see this, note that in Eq. (2), A. is the parameter governing the arrival rate of
the Poisson jumps and not the probability of a jump, P(k = 1IA.) = e - A. Treating A.
as a mixing probability constrains the estimation such that A. E [0, 11 rather than
allowing A. E R+. Furthermore, after values of)_are estimated, the resulting density
function may not have mixing probabilities that sum to one because the summations are truncated and rarely normalized. 4 Our experience with simulation has
shown that the approximate Bernoulli mixture models do not reliably estimate
values of A. greater than 0.5.
An important contribution of the present paper is to offer an elegant methodology to overcome this shortcoming, while retaining the simplicity of the Bernoulli
approximation. Specifically, we extend the Bernoulli approach for the AID models
to the AAJD models with a truncated trinomial mixture approximation to Eq. (1 ).
Our hypothesis for the random generation of the data includes three mutually
exclusive states: either no jumps occur, or at least one up-jump and no down-jumps
occur, or at least one down-jump and no up-jumps occur. Let Nu be the number of
up-jumps with N 11 rv Poisson(A11 ) and N" be the number of down-jumps with
N" "' Poisson(A."). Assume Nu and Nd are independent. The probabilities of the
three mutually exclusive states are
P(Nll

>
-

1' Nd = 0) = (1- e --·A,. )e -J." =
-

P(Nu = 0 ' N d

>
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interday close-to-close returns, we assume that the "net jump size" in a given day can
only be in one direction, up or down. Hence, in our schemefo.,; ~ !o,1 andfn.o ~ Ao
for all n, m EN, andfo,o would represent "a wash" of the many up- and down-jumps
from the intraday price movements. Note that the influence of the proposed ap5
proximation for fo.m lfn.o) is quite negligible. Our proposed approximation will
result in a truncated daily return density function for the PBJD specification

f(r;!B~BJD) = (1 -A~ - A.~).fiJ. o(r;) + A.Jt ,o(r;) + A.'Jo. 1(r;),
where e~BJD = (jl, a 2 , A~, A~,
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the Appendix.
For the DEJD specification, we use the Bernoulli approach but sample from two
different exponentially distributed jump magnitudes (see p. 1091 Kou, 2?02).
Specifically, it is assumed that in each time period, no jumps or at least one JUmp
event may occur. The probability of these mutually exclusive events are
P(N

= 0) =

P(N 2: 1)

The purpose of this parameterization is to allow for more than one jump event to
drive the discontinuous component of the price process. Since we are working with
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where f(r;lt3~BJD) is an approximation for the full-model dens~ty ill _Eq· (1). _we
utilize this approximate trinomial mixture model in conjunctiOn w1th a G1~bs
Sampler (GS) to estimate the parameters of the PBJD specifications. Path averagmg
of the inverse of the above state probabilities, Eqs. (5)-(7), provides estimates of Au
and A.". Additionally, the estimates of A. and p are obtained by path aver~ging of
Eqs. (3) and (4). Because of the mass preservation and reverse transformatiOn~, the
interpretation of Au and Ad is preserved and unlike the standard Bernoulli approximation, these parameters are not confined to the {0, 1] interval. Furthermore,
flu and fld represent the average "net jump" amplitude per day. A summary ~f the
full model, its approximation, and the GS algorithm are in Table 1. The details ?f
the sampling schemes for the latent variables and the parameters are presented m
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4 Jorion ( 1988) demonstrated the limitation s of the Berno ulli approximation for the MLB estimation of parameters
of the AJD process.
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Table I. Bayesian estimation procedure for PBJD.

3.1. Simulation study

f(r;ifJpsm) = I;,~,o L~o P(mj}.d)P(n j).11 )j;,,m(r1j8psm)

Full model
approximation

f(r;IH~!lJD) = (I - }.;, - A~)fo.o(r;)

+ ).;J~,o(r1 ) + }.'a/0• 1(r1)

Pick starting values
I. Sample

A~,).~, flu, f/d,fl • a 2
11, Yj'.Yj 1 fori = I, ... ,M

2. Sample
3. Sample
4. Sample

'lu

(A~.

,t;

1) ~ Dirichlet
Gamma, rJd ~ Gamma
Jl ~ Nonnal. a 2 with MH

~

Note: Repeat steps 1-4 until convergence.

and it is assumed that / 1 ~ J,, for all n EN. Under these assumptions, the
approximate density for the DEJD model is given by

+ (1- ).')fi(ri),

f(riiB~Em) = Jc'fo(ri)

Where B~EJD

=

(j.l,a 2,A 1, p, r1 11 , 1Jd) and
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for fo = fo .o· We utilize this approximation in conjunction with the GS to estimate
t9~EJD· Path ave~aging of the inverse of the above state probabilities, Eqs. (8) and
(9), provtde estunates of A.. Additionally, estimates of A., and A.d are obtained
by path averaging the inverse of Eqs. (3) and (4). Table 2 presents the full
DEJD model, its approximation, and our proposed GS algorithm to estimate the
parameters.

Table 2. Bayesian estimation procedure for DEJD.
Full model
approximation
Pick starting values
I. Sample
2. Sample
3. Sample
4. Sample

f(r;IOoEm) = L .i:o P(k1Xlfk(r1IHDJ:;m)
f(r,jO~EJD) = A'fo(r-,) + ( I - A' )Ji (r,)
).', p. f/ .. , 'IJ ,fl. a2

f ;. Yf',Y/ fori = I, ... , M
),' ~ Beta and p ~ Beta
rJu ~ Gamma, 'ld ~ Gamma
fl ~ Normal, a 2 with MH

Note: Repeat ste ps 1--4 until convergence.
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In this section, we present the results from a Monte Carlo simulation designed to
assess the efficacy of our Bayesian estimation algorithm. Undertaking the simulation study is an important step for the AJD class of models. As Johannes and
Polson (2009) note, conducting a simulation study is important because time
discretization of AJD process can potentially bias the parameter estimates. Given
the complexity of AAJD, simulation enables the researcher to verify that parameters and their standard errors can be reliably estimated for the given sample size.
Moreover, simulation provides useful diagnostics and the chance to check the
efficiency and convergence of the proposed algorithm and detennine how long
to run the proposed algorithm. Finally, simulation enables us to verify that the
proposed method provides parameter estimates from an identifiable posterior
distribution that we can reasonably reconstruct with our GS method.
Our study simulation based on different parametrizations of the AAJD models and
for each set of parameters, we simulate a data set with 2000 observations. Each
sample path is generated using a range of "true" parameter values under the PBJD and
DEJD specifications, as shown in Table 3. The assumed parameter values generate
sample paths that are similar to the observed daily returns for the time period used for
estimation. As Table 3 shows, we experiment with a variety of parameter values,
including low and high jump intensity that correspond to infrequent and frequent
discontinuous movement in prices. We use a suitable burn-in period, where we
discard 25% of the generated samples, and no "mixing" of the paths is required. We
conduct standard diagnostics and verify that the chains have converged.
Table 3 summarizes the results of the simulation study. It is clear that the
proposed procedure produces accurate parameter estimates. It appears that some
parameters, particularly the mean jump sizes, are estimated less precisely as we
anticipated would happen given the assumptions used to construct our approximate
trinomial mixture model. Overall, most estimated parameters are close to their true
values and have small standard errors. It appears the simulation study validates our
MCMC algorithm and the integrity of our code. The simulation also confirms that
our distributional a.c.;sumptions, both our priors and conditionals, are appropriate
and our MCMC algorithm offers desirable convergence properties. It is also clear
that the impact of discretization error on the parameter estimates is small.

3.2. Model diagnostics
A number of practical issues influence the development and application of MCMC
algorithms. The theoretical convergence properties of the Markov Chain and the
actual verification that the chain produced by the MCMC algorithm has converged,
are of prime concern. Johannes and Polson (2009) discuss the basic theory of the
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Table I. Bayesian estimation procedure for PBJD.

3.1. Simulation study

f(r;jBpsm) = I:;,~,o L~o P(mj,.l.d)P(nj). 11 )};,,m(r;j8psm)

Full model
approximation

f(r;IB~sm) = (I -

,.1.;,- ,.l.~)fo.o(r;) + ).;JI.o(r;) + Affo. l(r;)
A~,).~, flu, fld,fl • a 2

Pick starting values
I. Sample

1; , Yj', Yj 1 fori = I, . .. ,M
(J. ~ . ~c;1 ) ~ Dirichlet
flu ~ Gamma, 'ld ~ Gamma
Jl ~ Normal. a 2 with MH

2. Sample
3. Sample
4. Sample

Note: Repeat steps 1-4 until convergence.

and it is assumed that ! 1 ~ /,1 for all n EN. Under these assumptions, the
approximate density for the DEJD model is given by
f(riJB~EJD) = Jc'fo(ri) +(I - ).')fi (ri),

where B~EJD

=
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for fo = fo .o· We utilize this approximation in conjunction with the GS to estimate
B~EJD· P~th ave~aging of the inverse of the above state probabilities, Eqs. (8) and
(9), provtde esttmates of A.. Additionally, estimates of A., and A.d are obtained
by path averaging the inverse of Eqs. (3) and (4). Table 2 presents the full
DEJD model, its approximation, and our proposed GS algorithm to estimate the
parameters.

Table 2. Bayesian estimation procedure for DEJD.
Full model
approximation
Pick starting values
I. Sample
2. Sample
3. Sample
4. Sample

f(r;IBoFJo) = L .i~o P(kj,.tyk(r;l8oEJD)
f(r;IO~EJD) = J. 'fo(r;) + (I - ).' )jj (r;)
). ' ,p. fl, , 'ld ·fl· a

2

l,,Yf'.Y/ fori = I, .. . , M
).' ~ Beta and p ~ Beta
flu ~ Gamma, fiJ ~ Gamma

fl ~

Normal, a 2 with MH

Note: Repeat steps 1-4 until convergence.
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In this section, we present the results from a Monte Carlo simulation designed to
assess the efficacy of our Bayesian estimation algorithm. Undertaking the simulation study is an important step for the AJD class of models. As Johannes and
Polson (2009) note, conducting a simulation study is important because time
discretization of AJD process can potentially bias the parameter estimates. Given
the complexity of AAJD, simulation enables the researcher to verify that parameters and their standard errors can be reliably estimated for the given sample size.
Moreover, simulation provides useful diagnostics and the chance to check the
efficiency and convergence of the proposed algorithm and detennine how long
to run the proposed algorithm. Finally, simulation enables us to verify that the
proposed method provides parameter estimates from an identifiable posterior
distribution that we can reasonably reconstruct with our GS method.
Our study simulation based on different parametrizations of the AAJD models and
for each set of parameters, we simulate a data set with 2000 observations. Each
sample path is generated using a range of "true" parameter values under the PBJD and
DEJD specifications, as shown in Table 3. The assumed parameter values generate
sample paths that are similar to the observed daily returns for the time period used for
estimation. As Table 3 shows, we experiment with a variety of parameter values,
including low and high jump intensity that correspond to infrequent and frequent
discontinuous movement in prices. We use a suitable burn-in period, where we
discard 25% of the generated samples, and no "mixing" of the paths is required. We
conduct standard diagnostics and verify that the chains have converged.
Table 3 summarizes the results of the simulation study. It is clear that the
proposed procedure produces accurate parameter estimates. It appears that some
parameters, particularly the mean jump sizes, are estimated less precisely as we
anticipated would happen given the assumptions used to construct our approximate
trinomial mixture model. Overall, most estimated parameters are close to their true
values and have small standard errors. It appears the simulation study validates our
MCMC algorithm and the integrity of our code. The simulation also confirms that
our distributional a.c.;sumptions, both our priors and conditionals, are appropriate
and our MCMC algorithm offers desirable convergence properties. It is also clear
that the impact of discretization error on the parameter estimates is small.

3.2. Model diagnostics
A number of practical issues influence the development and application of MCMC
algorithms. The theoretical convergence properties of the Markov Chain and the
actual verification that the chain produced by the MCMC algorithm has converged,
are of prime concern. Johannes and Polson (2009) discuss the basic theory of the
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Table 3. MCMC parameter estimates from simulated data.
A.

p

PBJD-true
PBJD

0.3500
0.3543

0.1429
0.1311

DEID

0.3649
0.001

0.1464
0.000

PBJD-true
PBJD

0.8750
0.8724

0.4000
0.4171

DEJD

0.8571
0.0011

0.4413
0.0026

DEJD-true
PBJD

0.3500
0.3156

0.1429
0.1320

DEID

0.3293
0.0004

0.1472
0.0005

DEID-true
PBJD

0.8750
0.9061

0.4000
0.3978

DEID

0.8817
0.0011

0.3933
0.0031

Model

:'.l, - · - ·--

flu

f!d

Au

Ad

jJ.

(J

10.000
10.838
0.0268
10.713
0.026

10.000
1!.!74
0.0118
11 .084
0.011

0.0500
0.0464
0.0001
0.0534
0.000

0.3000
0.3080
0.0004
0.3115
0.000

- 0.0060
- 0.0061
0.0000
- 0.0062
0.000

0.0200
0.0200
0.0000
0.0210
0.000

47.000
44.368
0.0944
44.136
0.0927

30.000
28.047
0.1119
27.740
0.1219

0.3500
0.3667
0.0020
0.3810

0.0500
0.0504
0.0004
0.0603

- 0.0060
- 0.0065
0.0000
- 0.0065
0.0000

0.0200
0.0194
0.0000
0.0195
0.0000

10.000
12.443
0.0333
12.619
0.0359

10.000
10.345
0.0100
10.317
0.0106

0.0500
0.0417
0.0001
0.0486

0.3000
0.2739
0.0003
0.2807

- 0.0060
- 0.0069
0.0000
- 0.0069
0.0000

0.0200
0.0194
0.0000
0.01 94
0.0000

47 .000
44.135
0.0920
42.482
0.1075

30.000
31.07 1
0.1612
3 1.516
0.1965

0.3500
0.3623
0.0019
0.3472

0.0500
0.0355
0.0003
0.0461

- 0.0060
- 0.0066
0.0000
- 0.0062
0.0000

0.0200
0.0200
0.0000
0.0201
0.0000

Note: The table presents parameter estimates under the PBJD and DEJD specifications using
Simulated data. Standard errors appear below the estimates.

convergence of Markov Chains and suggest simple tests to check for the convergence of the algorithm. These authors indicate that chains generated by the MH
and the GS algorithms have special theoretical properties which assure convergence, without reference to the specifics of a particular algorithm. That is both
algorithms generate Markov Chains that are "time-reversible" and have the target
distribution as an "invariant distribution". Given that our proposed MCMC also
uses the MH and GS samplers, it also meets the theoretical requirements for the
convergence of the chains.
While theoretical underpinnings of our proposed MCMC algorithm guarantees
its converges, as Johannes and Polson (2009) note, it is important to formally
diagnose convergence from the realized output of the chain. There are a number of
diagnostics that achieve this objective. Johannes and Polson (2009) suggest that
looking at parameter trace plots, whkh show the history of the chain, enables the
researcher to detect if the chain is stuck in a region of the state space and not
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Figure 1. Moving average paths of the MCMC parameter samples for the NASDAQ return
series from 111973 through 12/20 I 0.

converging. They also note that it is useful to look at the correlation structure of
draws by computing the autocorrelation function (ACF), as algorithms that have
low ACF may not converge. We conducted these diagnostic test<; for our proposed
MCMC algorithm (both the actual and simulated data). We find that our algorithm
is efficient and convergent. 6 The diagnostics are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, which
show that parameter values converge after the initial "bum" period.
As Ait-Sahalia (2004) has shown, the ability to disentangle jumps from the
diffusion component of returns is critical to estimating the parameters of the AJD
processes, patticularly the volatility parameter (a). We believe it is also critical to
disentangle jumps from the diffusion component to accurately estimate Au and A.d.
To our knowledge, there does not exist a Bayesian estimation method that adequately resolves the entanglement problem. In the absence of an accepted Bayesian
jump detection procedure, researchers have relied upon the outcome of their
simulation studies to determine if their proposed estimation algorithm is delivering
accurate estimate of the model parameters. This is, the approach we adopt in this
paper as well. 7 In fact our simulation study suggests that our proposed algorithm

6 Greyer (20 11) provided additional diagnostic checks. We refrain from producin g our trdce plots and ACF graphs
to save space. Both are available from the authors upon request.
7Jn recent years Bayesian methods for detecting jumps have been proposed in Lee and Hanng (20 I0) and Lee
(2012).
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Table 3. MCMC parameter estimates from simulated data.
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p

PBJD-true
PBJD

0.3500
0.3543

0.1429
0.1311

DEJD

0.3649
0.001

0.1464
0.000

PBJD-true
PBJD

0.8750
0.8724

0.4000
0.4171

DEJD

0.8571
0.0011

0.4413
0.0026

DEJD-true
PBJD

0.3500
0.3156

0.1429
0. 1320

DEJD

0.3293
0.0004

0.1472
0.0005

DEJD-true
PBJD

0.8750
0.9061

0.4000
0.3978

DEJD

0.8817
0.0011

0.3933
0.0031

Model

flu

1'/d

Au

Ad

J1

r7

10.000
10.838
0.0268
10.713
0.026

10.000
ll.l74
O.otl8
11 .084
0.011

0.0500
0.0464
0.0001
0.0534
0.000

0.3000
0.3080
0.0004
0.3115
0.000

- 0.0060
- 0.0061
0.0000
- 0.0062
0.000

0.0200
0.0200
0.0000
0.0210
0.000

47.000
44.368
0.0944
44.136
0.0927

30.000
28.047
0.1119
27.740
0.1219

0.3500
0.3667
0.0020
0.3810

0.0500
0.0504
0.0004
0.0603

- 0.0060
- 0.0065
0.0000
- 0.0065
0.0000

0.0200
0.0194
0.0000
0.0195
0.0000

10.000
12.443
0.0333
12.619
0.0359

10.000
10.345
0.0100
10.317
0.0106

0.0500
0.0417
0.0001
0.0486

0.3000
0.2739
0.0003
0.2807

- 0.0060
- 0.0069
0.0000
- 0.0069
0.0000

0.0200
0.0194
0.0000
0.0194
0.0000

47 .000
44.135
0.0920
42.482
0.1075

30.000
31.071
0.1612
3 1.516
0.1965

0.3500
0.3623
0.0019
0.3472

0.0500
0.0355
0.0003
0.0461

- 0.0060
- 0.0066
0.0000
- 0.0062
0.0000

0.0200
0.0200
0.0000
0.0201
0.0000

Note: The table presents parameter estimates under the PBJD and DEJD specifications using
Simulated data. Standard errors appear below the estimates.

convergence of Markov Chains and suggest simple tests to check for the convergence of the algorithm. These authors indicate that chains generated by the MH
and the GS algorithms have special theoretical properties which assure convergence, without reference to the specifics of a particular algorithm. That is both
algorithms generate Markov Chains that are "time-reversible" and have the target
distribution as an "invariant distribution". Given that our proposed MCMC also
uses the MH and GS samplers, it also meets the theoretical requirements for the
convergence of the chains.
While theoretical underpinnings of our proposed MCMC algorithm guarantees
its converges, as Johannes and Polson (2009) note, it is important to formally
diagnose convergence from the realized output of the chain. There are a number of
diagnostics that achieve this objective. Johannes and Polson (2009) suggest that
looking at parameter trace plots, which show the history of the chain, enables the
researcher to detect if the chain is stuck in a region of the state space and not
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Figure l. Moving average paths of the MCMC parameter samples for the NASDAQ return
series from l/1973 through 12/2010.

converging. They also note that it is useful to look at the correlation structure of
draws by computing the autocorrelation function (ACF), as algorithms that have
low ACF may not converge. We conducted these diagnostic test<; for our proposed
MCMC algorithm (both the actual and simulated data). We find that our algorithm
is efficient and convergent. 6 The diagnostics are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, which
show that parameter values converge after the initial "bum" period.
As Ait-Sahalia (2004) has shown, the ability to disentangle jumps from the
diffusion component of returns is critical to estimating the parameters of the AJD
processes, pa1ticularly the volatility parameter (a). We believe it is also critical to
disentangle jumps from the diffusion component to accurately estimate Au and ..:td.
To our knowledge, there does not exist a Bayesian estimation method that adequately resolves the entanglement problem. In the absence of an accepted Bayesian
jump detection procedure, researchers have relied upon the outcome of their
simulation studies to determine if their proposed estimation algorithm is delivering
accurate estimate of the model parameters. This is, the approach we adopt in this
paper as well. 7 In fact our simulation study suggests that our proposed algorithm

6 Greyer (20 11) provided additional diagnostic checks. We refrain from producin g our trdce plots and ACF graphs
to save space. Both are avai lable from the authors upon request.
7Jn recent years Bayesian methods for detecting jumps have been proposed in Lee and Hanng (20 I0) and Lee
(2012).
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Table 4. Sample statistics for indexes and equities.
Name

Date

7/62-12/03
05/07-12/10
05/07-03/09
03/09-12/1 0
1/73-12/03
NASD
05/07-12/1 0
05/07-03/09
03/09-12/ 10
Ticker
T
ATT
HYBD
HYCOR
INTC
INTEL
LCMB
LIFECORE
MFRI
MFRI

S&P 500

Figure 2. MCMC paths of the parameter samples for the NASDAQ retu
· f
111973 through 12/2010.
m senes rom

will be reasonably accurate in estimating the volatility and the jump intensity
components of the return process.

4. Data and Results
T~~ ~mpirical

analysis presented in this section has a number of objectives. First
utlhzmg the proposed Bayesian estimation method, we will present the estimated
~arameters for the AAJD models, using time series data for individual stocks and
Im~ortant broad market indexes, spanning the period 1962~2010 and selected subpenods._ Sec_ond, we will provide comparisons with previous studies by using the
same h~stoncal data (same span and frequency). Finally, we provide a direct
companson of the parameter estimates under our proposed Bayesian estimation
procedure versus the MLE approach.
To permit comp:mson with other studies, particularly the MLE analysis presented by Ramezam and Zeng (2007), we focus on daily (value weighted) returns
for the S&P 500 and the NASDAQ composite indexes. The S&P 500 d ·1
t
· · - (d. ·
.
at y re urn
senes tvtdend a~Justed) spans the period 7/1962 through 12/2010 (N = 10446).
The NASD~Q senes spans the period 1/1973 through 12/2010 (N = 7828).8 We
also use dally returns f()r five individual stocks, with large kurtosis (range of 3 to
8 No dividend adjusted series are available for NASDAQ index since £ew t· nn
· ·
1
·
s on th..
IS exc hange pay d1v1dends.
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Minimum Median

~0.0959

0.0004
0.0008
0.0001
0.0013
0.0011
0.0011

~0.0959

~0.0004

~0.0419

0.0016

~0.1908

~0.0022

~0.2047

~0.0947
~0.0947

~0.0437
~0.1132

~0.4590

0.0000

~0 . 2203

~0.0004

~0.5754

0.0000
0.0000

~0.2264

Maximum

Mean

SD

0.0910
0.1096
0.1096
0.0684
0.1427
0.1116
0.1116
0.0683

0.0003 0.0095
-0.0002 0.0180
~0.0017 0.0218
0.0013 0.0132
0.0005 0.0124
0.0001 0.0185
~0.0015 0.0220
0.0016 0.0140

0.2317
0.5852
0.2012
0.5387
0.5044

~0.0006

0.0033
0.0007
0.0009
0.0009

0.0296
0.0680
0.0360
0.0499
0.0534

Skewness Kurtosis
~0.9448
~0.1758
~0.13 I 1

0.2934
~0.0823
~0.1261
~0.0883

0.2610
0.4847
1.3077
~0.0916
~0.1043

1.4315

25.758
9.185
7.800
5.867
10.778
7.731
6.745
5.482
5.732
10.906
3.120
30.443
12.678

Note: The table present sample moments for daily returns for S&P 500, NASDAQ and five individual
stocks. The date range for the indexes appear in the table. The daily returns for the stocks span the
period 1/1/1999 through 12/31/2003 (N = 1256).

10). The data on individual stocks spans the period 111999 through 12/2003
(N = 1256). The selected firms, which trade on NASDAQ and NYSE, are followed by a large number of analysts, and are highly liquid. These characteristics
are important given the event driven nature of the AAJD models. We use the
proposed Bayesian estimation methodology to directly estimate the parameter of
both specifications for each series.
Table 4 presents the sample statistics for the indexes and the individual stock
returns for the period under consideration. The large range of return values, particularly for the indexes, reflects significant booms and crashes that occurred
during the sample period. All returns are highly skewed and have large kurtosis.
Table 5 reports both MLE and Bayesian parameter estimates for the S&P 500
and the NASDAQ composite indexes. 9 Focusing on the parameter estimates, we
find that estimates of f.1 and a are very similar across models and estimation
techniques. This similarity is also true for the frequency of news arrivals, Au and
1d. 10 Turning to the mean up- and down-jump amplitudes, 11u and 1Jd, we find that
these parameter estimates are invariant to model specification under Bayesian
estimation. However, under MLE, 11u and r,d estimates are significantly larger,

9The MLE estimates are taken from the Ramezani and Zeng (2007) study.
IOThe inverse, l~' and).;;' provide an estimate of the inter-arrival times.
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Table 4. Sample statistics for indexes and equities.
Name

Date

7/62-12/03
05/07-12/10
05/07-03/09
03/09-12/1 0
1/73-12/03
NASD
05/07-12/1 0
05/07-03/09
03/09-12/ 10
Ticker
T
ATT
HYBD
HYCOR
INTC
INTEL
LCMB
LIFECORE
MFRI
MFRI

S&P 500

Figure 2. MCMC paths of the parameter samples for the NASDAQ retu
· f
111973 through 12/2010.
m senes rom

will be reasonably accurate in estimating the volatility and the jump intensity
components of the return process.

4. Data and Results
T~~ ~mpirical

analysis presented in this section has a number of objectives. First
utlhzmg the proposed Bayesian estimation method, we will present the estimated
~arameters for the AAJD models, using time series data for individual stocks and
Im~ortant broad market indexes, spanning the period 1962~2010 and selected subpenods._ Sec_ond, we will provide comparisons with previous studies by using the
same h~stoncal data (same span and frequency). Finally, we provide a direct
companson of the parameter estimates under our proposed Bayesian estimation
procedure versus the MLE approach.
To permit comp:mson with other studies, particularly the MLE analysis presented by Ramezam and Zeng (2007), we focus on daily (value weighted) returns
for the S&P 500 and the NASDAQ composite indexes. The S&P 500 d ·1
t
· · - (d. ·
.
at y re urn
senes tvtdend a~Justed) spans the period 7/1962 through 12/2010 (N = 10446).
The NASD~Q senes spans the period 1/1973 through 12/2010 (N = 7828).8 We
also use dally returns f()r five individual stocks, with large kurtosis (range of 3 to
8 No dividend adjusted series are available for NASDAQ index since £ew t· nn
· ·
1
·
s on th..
IS exc hange pay d1v1dends.
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Minimum Median

~0.0959

0.0004
0.0008
0.0001
0.0013
0.0011
0.0011

~0.0959

~0.0004

~0.0419

0.0016

~0.1908

~0.0022

~0.2047

~0.0947
~0.0947

~0.0437
~0.1132

~0.4590

0.0000

~0.2203

~0.0004

~0.5754

0.0000
0.0000

~0.2264

Maximum

Mean

SD

0.0910
0.1096
0.1096
0.0684
0.1427
0.1116
0.1116
0.0683

0.0003 0.0095
-0.0002 0.0180
~0.0017 0.0218
0.0013 0.0132
0.0005 0.0124
0.0001 0.0185
~0.0015 0.0220
0.0016 0.0140

0.2317
0.5852
0.2012
0.5387
0.5044

~0.0006

0.0033
0.0007
0.0009
0.0009

0.0296
0.0680
0.0360
0.0499
0.0534

Skewness Kurtosis
~0.9448
~0.1758
~0.13 I 1

0.2934
~0.0823
~0.1261
~0.0883

0.2610
0.4847
1.3077
~0.0916
~0.1043

1.4315

25.758
9.185
7.800
5.867
10.778
7.731
6.745
5.482
5.732
10.906
3.120
30.443
12.678

Note: The table present sample moments for daily returns for S&P 500, NASDAQ and five individual
stocks. The date range for the indexes appear in the table. The daily returns for the stocks span the
period 1/1/1999 through 12/31/2003 (N = 1256).

10). The data on individual stocks spans the period 111999 through 12/2003
(N = 1256). The selected firms, which trade on NASDAQ and NYSE, are followed by a large number of analysts, and are highly liquid. These characteristics
are important given the event driven nature of the AAJD models. We use the
proposed Bayesian estimation methodology to directly estimate the parameter of
both specifications for each series.
Table 4 presents the sample statistics for the indexes and the individual stock
returns for the period under consideration. The large range of return values, particularly for the indexes, reflects significant booms and crashes that occurred
during the sample period. All returns are highly skewed and have large kurtosis.
Table 5 reports both MLE and Bayesian parameter estimates for the S&P 500
and the NASDAQ composite indexes. 9 Focusing on the parameter estimates, we
find that estimates of f.1 and a are very similar across models and estimation
techniques. This similarity is also true for the frequency of news arrivals, Au and
1d. 10 Turning to the mean up- and down-jump amplitudes, 11u and 1Jd, we find that
these parameter estimates are invariant to model specification under Bayesian
estimation. However, under MLE, 11u and r,d estimates are significantly larger,

9The MLE estimates are taken from the Ramezani and Zeng (2007) study.
IOThe inverse, l~' and).;;' provide an estimate of the inter-arrival times.
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Table 5. Comparison of MCMC and MLE for indexes.
Symbol Model S&P
500

NASD

method

p

).

1],.

IJd

PBJD- MLE

0.4521 1.0438 173.91
185.98
0.43
0.44
PBJD- MCMC 0.4055 1.0348 151.51
151.85
0.0961
0.0857
DEJD- MCMC 0.4294 1.693 1 152.01
151.83
0.0888
0.0905
0.0009 0.0060
PBJD- MLE

0.3455 0.6674

PBJD-MCMC 0.3225 0.6004
DEJD- MCMC 0.3487 2.0214
0.0017 0.0182

95.90
110.38
0.60
0.70
89.38
90.75
0.0766
0.0541
77.751
70.560
0.1691
0.1090

. I

A,.

Ad

fl

cr

0.4719
0.0714
0.4196
0.0007
0.7270

0.5719
0.0933
0.6152
0.0017
0.9661

0.0008
0.0000
0.0010
0.0000
0.00 II
0.0000

0.0046
0.0000
0.0040
0.0000
0.0039
0.0000

0.2306
0.0238
0.1936
0.0003
0.7049

0.4368
0.0352
0.4068
0.0005
1.3165

0.0021
0.0000
0.0021
0.0000
0.0037
0.0000

0.0050
0.0000
0.0050
0.0000
0.0062
0.0000

Note: The table presents estimates for S&P 500 and NASDAQ indexes under the PBJD and DEJD
specifications. The daily returns for S&P 500 spans the period 7/1/1962- 12/3 1/2003 (N = 10466).
The daily returns for NASDAQ spans the period 1/1/1973- 12/31/2003 (N = 7828). Standard errors
appear below the estimates.

implying smaller mean jump amplitudes. Finally, the standard errors of the estimate are significantly lower under Bayesian estimation across the board.
Figure 3 presents the estimated PBJD distribution for the S&P 500 using the
Bayesian parameter estimates in Table 5. The top panel show the daily return
distribution. The bottom panel decomposes the return distribution into the GBM,
up-jump, and down-jump components. As the bottom panel shows, the asymmetry
and leptokurtosis of the returns is captured by the estimated PBJD model. Note that
the left-tail reflects the 1987 market crash and other significant drops.
Table 6 presents similar comparison of MLE versus Bayesian estimation using
individual stock data. Again, we find that estimates of f1 and a are very similar
across models and estimation techniques. However, we find that estimates of the
jump components, Au, Ad, flu and IJd vary significantly across the models and the
estimation techniques. This is to be expected as total volatility for stocks contains a
significant idiosyncratic component and stock returns are highly skewed and
leptokurtic.
The foregoing comparisons of Bayesian and the MLE estimates used historical
data without regards to prevailing market conditions during the selected data pe1iod
(i.e. Bull or Bear phases of the markets). As Ramezani and Zeng (2007) observed,
the relative magnitude of the jump parameters, Au, Ad, IJu and 17d, can lead to large
positive (Bull) or negative (Bear) adjustments in the drift of the return processes.
Consequently, we expect to obtain different estimates of the jump parameters when
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Figure 3. PBJD distribution for S&P 500 (7/l/1962-12/31/2003) using the MCMC
parameter estimates from Table 4.

we use data that contains one Bull or Bear market epoch. To explore this conjuncture, we focus on highly volatile recent data, spanning the period ~ay 2007
through December 2010. We use our Bayesian estimation procedure to_estimate the
parameters of PBJD and DEJD for three periods: The Bear Market penod (05/2007
through 03/2009), the Bull Market period (04/2009 through 12/2010), and the
combined cycle (05/2007 through 12/2010).
Table 7 reports the results for the recent period and the Bull and the ~ear subperiods for the S&P 500 and the NASDAQ indexes. First note that the dnft (Jt~ and
the volatility of the Brownian motion (o) are comparable across all three_epochs. _we
find the down-jump arrival rate, Ad, is significantly larger than th~ up-Jump _amval
rate, Au, during the Bear period. During this same period, the mean Jump amphtu~es,
r(;;t and 'l d l, are similar but notably larger than th~ combined and the Bull penod.
These result<; confirm the conjecture of Ramezant and Zeng (2007) noted abov~.
However, we find that the proportion of total volatility due to the jump comp~nent ts
markedly larger during the Bear period than the combined an~ the Bull per~od.
The estimated parameters for the Bear period lead to negative skewness m both
the risk neutral and the physical returns distributions, suggesting that the probability of a large decrease in stock prices exceeds the probability of a large i~~~ease.
Jackwerth and Rubinstein ( 1996) termed this phenomenon as "crashophobw . ~e
economic rationale for crashophobia is that put options are used as hedgmg
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Table 5. Comparison of MCMC and MLE for indexes.
Symbol Model S&P
500

NASD

method

p

).

17u

l7d

PBJD- MLE

0.4521 1.0438 173.91
185.98
0.43
0.44
PBJD- MCMC 0.4055 1.0348 151.51
151.85
0.0961
0.0857
DEJD- MCMC 0.4294 1.6931 152.01
151.83
0.0009 0.0060
0.0888
0.0905
PBJD- MLE

0.3455 0.6674

PBJD-MCMC 0.3225 0.6004
DEJD- MCMC 0.3487 2.0214
0.0017 0.0182

95.90
110.38
0.60
0.70
89.38
90.75
0.0766
0.0541
77.751
70.560
0.1691
0.1090

.

)."

Ad

fl

rT

0.4719
0.0714
0.4196
0.0007
0.7270

0.5719
0.0933
0.6152
0.0017
0.9661

0.0008
0.0000
0.0010
0.0000
0.0011
0.0000

0.0046
0.0000
0.0040
0.0000
0.0039
0.0000

0.2306
0.0238
0.1936
0.0003
0.7049

0.4368
0.0352
0.4068
0.0005
1.3165

0.0021
0.0000
0.0021
0.0000
0.0037
0.0000

0.0050
0.0000
0.0050
0.0000
0.0062
0.0000

Note: The table presents estimates for S&P 500 and NASDAQ indexes under the PBJD and DEJD
specifications. The daily returns for S&P 500 spans the period 711!1962- 12/31/2003 (N = 10466).
The daily returns for NASDAQ spans the period 11111973- 12/31/2003 (N = 7828). Standard errors
appear below the estimates.

implying smaller mean jump amplitudes. Finally, the standard errors of the estimate are significantly lower under Bayesian estimation across the board.
Figure 3 presents the estimated PBJD distribution for the S&P 500 using the
Bayesian parameter estimates in Table 5. The top panel show the daily return
distribution. The bottom panel decomposes the return distribution into the GBM,
up-jump, and down-jump components. As the bottom panel shows, the asymmetry
and Ieptokurtosis of the returns is captured by the estimated PBJD model. Note that
the left-tail reflects the 1987 market crash and other significant drops.
Table 6 presents similar comparison of MLE versus Bayesian estimation using
individual stock data. Again, we find that estimates of f1 and a are very similar
across models and estimation techniques. However, we find that estimates of the
jump components, Au, Ad, flu and IJd vary significantly across the models and the
estimation techniques. This is to be expected as total volatility for stocks contains a
significant idiosyncratic component and stock returns are highly skewed and
leptokurtic.
The foregoing comparisons of Bayesian and the MLE estimates used histmical
data without regards to prevailing market conditions during the selected data petiod
(i.e. Bull or Bear phases of the markets). As Ramezani and Zeng (2007) observed,
the relative magnitude of the jump parameters, Au, Ad, IJu and 'ld• can lead to large
positive (Bull) or negative (Bear) adjustments in the drift of the return processes.
Consequently, we expect to obtain different estimates of the jump parameters when
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Figure 3. PBJD distribution for S&P 500 (7/l/1962-12/31/2003) using the MCMC
parameter estimates from Table 4.

we use data that contains one Bull or Bear market epoch. To explore this conjuncture, we focus on highly volatile recent data, spanning the period ~ay 2007
through December 2010. We use our Bayesian estimation procedure to_esttmate the
parameters of PBJD and DEJD for three periods: The Bear Market penod (05/2007
through 03/2009), the Bull Market period (04/2009 through 12/2010), and the
combined cycle (05/2007 through 12/2010).
Table 7 reports the results for the recent period and the Bull and the ~ear subperiods for the S&P 500 and the NASDAQ indexes. First note that the dnft (Jl) and
the volatility of the Brownian motion (a) are comparable across all three_epochs. _we
find the down-jump arrival rate, Ad, is significantly larger than th~ up-Jump _arnval
rate, Au, during the Bear period. During this same period, the mean Jump amphtu~es,
r(;; 1 and r{'d l, are similar but notably larger than th~ combined and the Bull penod.
These result<; confirm the conjecture of Ramezant and Zeng (2007) noted abov~.
However, we find that the proportion of total volatility due to the jump comp~nent ts
markedly larger during the Bear period than the combined an~ the Bull pe~od.
The estimated parameters for the Bear period lead to negative skewness m both
the risk neutral and the physical returns distributions, suggesting that the probability of a large decrease in stock prices exceeds the probability of a large i~~~ease.
Jackwerth and Rubinstein ( 1996) termed this phenomenon as "crashophobta . ~e
economic rationale for crashophobia is that put options are used as hedgmg
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Table 7. MCMC parameter estimates for indexes.

Table 6. Comparison of MCMC and MLE for individual stocks.
Symbol Model T

HYBD

INTC

LCBM

MFRI

method

p

a

PBJD- MLE

0.8755 0.3969 47.35 28.97 0.3475 0.0494 --0.0059 0.0210
2.42 2.15 0.1199 0.1225
0.00 II 0.0000
PBJD- MCMC 0.8508 0.8594 46.98 43.88 0.7312 0.1282 -0.0085 0.0190
0.12 0.24 0.0053 0.0018
0.0000 0.0000
DEJD- MCMC 0.8028 0.5645 41.42 37.27 0.4532 0.1113 -0.0061 0.0206
0.0018 0.0059 0.11 0.22
0.0000 0.0000
PBJD- MLE

0.3921

1.1884 19.41 33.25 0.4660 0.7224 -0.0013 0.0230
0.0003 0.0000
0.42 0.41 0.2365 0.3368
0.0003 0.0131
PBJD - MCMC 0.4585 1.1312 18.54 24.60 0.5186 0.6126
0.0000 0.0000
0.03 0.04 0.0016 0.0019
0.0002 0.0218
DEJD- MCMC 0.4536 1.4258 16.97 25 .05 0.6467 0.7791
0.0001 0.0000
0.0010 0.0087 0.03 0.04
PBJD- MLE

0.8475 0.4000 47.22 24.49 0.3390 0.0610 --0.0036 0.028 1
1.88 1.69 0.1590 0.1541
0.0016 0.0000
PBJD- MCMC 0.5176 0.8357 47.85 49.39 0.4326 0.4031
0.0002 0.0142
0.06 0.06 0.0017 0.()(l13
0.0000 0.0000
DEJD - MCMC 0.4858 1.1026 46.69 49.34 0.5356 0.5670
0.0005 0.0144
0.0746 0.0041 0.06 0.07
0.0000 0.0000
PBJD- MLE

0.7051 0.4276 24.22 20.57 0.3015 0.1261 - 0.0051 0.0234
1.77 1.56 0.()613 0.0735
0.0010 0.0000
PBJD - MCMC 0.4464 1.1437 31.73 39.18 0.5105 0.6332
0.0005 0.0077
0.05 0.07 0.0017 0.0025
0.0000 0.0000
DEJD- MCMC 0.4705 1.5425 29.75 37.92 0.7257 0.8168
0.0000 0.0109
0.0008 0.0089 0.04 0.06
0.0000 0.0000
PBJD- MLE

0.4885 1.4696 33.07 35.67 0.7179 0.7517
0.11 0.15 0.1556 0.1882
PBJD- MCMC 0.4985 1.0921 29.26 32.03 0.5444 0.5477
0.06 0.05 0.0019 0.0016
DEJD- MCMC 0.4984 1.9761 29.28 32.00 0.9849 0.9912
0.0004 0.0079 0.06 0.0 I

0.0002
0.0000
0.0002
0.0000
0.0002
0.0000

0.003 8
0.0000
0.0065
0.0000
0.0064
0.0000

Note: The table presents estimates for five stocks under the PBJD and DEJD specifications. The

daily returns span the period 11111999-12/31/2003 (N
estimates.

= I, 256).

Standard errors appear below the

instruments to protect against large downward movements in stock prices. This
demand by investors due to portfolio insurance strategies has increased the price of
protection (resulting in a "crash premium") and therefore the left tail of the risk
neutral distribution has more weight.
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Symbol

Model

P

,t

a

IJu

S&P 500
PBJD 0.3784 1.1489 80.67 72.16
05/2007- 12/20 I 0
0.12
0.08
DEJD 0.4087 1.6977 78.75 70.88
0.0008 0.0054
0.12
0.08
S&P 500
PBJD 0.2159 1.3805 63.69 60.11
05/2007- 03/2009
0.15
0.08
DEJD 0.2769 2.8641 61.94 60.54
0.18
0.11
0.0015 0.0242
S&P 500
PBJD 0.4939 1.2635 104.84 103.03
0.25
0.25
03/2009- 12/2010
DEJD 0.4803 3.0172 102.69 102.35
0.0021 0.0242
0.17
0.17
NASD
PBJD 0.3514 1.1352
05/2007- 12/2010
DEJD 0.3499 1.924 7
0.0013 0.0140
NASD
PBJD 0.1999 1.3374
05/2007-03/2009
DEJD 0.2720 2.2792
0.0016 0.0202
NASD
PBJD 0.5428 1.2989
03/2009- 12/2010
DEJD 0.5674 3.7589
0.0010 0.0217

0.4348 0.7141 0.0025 0.0035
0.0020 0.0025 0.0000 0.0000
0.6938 1.0039 0.0024 0.0042
0.0000 0.0000
0.2980 1.0825 0.0050 0.0039
0.00 II 0.004 7 0.0000 0.0000
0.7931 2.0710 0.0024 0.0042
0.0000 0.0000
0.6241 0.6394 0.0015 0.0042
0.0046 0.0057 0.0000 0.0000
1.4732 1.5940 0.0017 0.0031
0.0000 0.0000

76.75 70.63 0.3989 0.7363 0.0032 0.0057
0.17
0.09 0.0025 0.0031 0.0000 0.0000
74.93 70.38 0.6735 1.2512 0.0038 0.0059
0.16
0.10
0.0000 0.0000
61.58 60.55 0.2673 1.0701 0.0055 0.0079
0.19
0.16 0.0018 0.0063 0.0001 0.0000
60.00 62.29 0.6199 1.6593 0.0050 0.0085
0.12
0.08
0.0001 0.0000
99.80 96.46 0.7051 0.5938 0.0012 0.0029
0.16
0.16 0.0033 0.0027 0.0000 0.0000
99.47 95 .19 2.1328 1.6261 0.0004 0.0016
0.12
0.13
0.0000 0.0000

Note : The table presents estimates for S&P-500 and NASDAQ indexes under the PBJD and

DEJD specifications using recent data. Standard errors appear below the estimates.

Figure 4 presents the decomposed PBJD estimated distributions for the S&P
500 and NASDAQ using the Bayesian parameter estimates for the Bear, Bull and
the combined periods from Table 7 _ For both indexes, the figures validate the
existence of the "crashophobia", as shown by the significant contribution of the
down-jump component in the model.
For S&P SOO's Bull period, we find Ad is comparable to Au · Whereas, both YfS are
similar and smaller than the combined and the Bear period estimates. Consequently, the jump components together have a less significant impact on returns,
effectively offsetting one another, and allowing f.1. to be the dominant force that
pushes up the index level (see Fig. 4). For the NASDAQ's Bull period, A-u is larg~r
than ).d · That is the arrival of "good news" further amplifies the positive drift of this
index (see Fig. 4). Again, both '7S are similar but smaller than the combined and the
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Table 7. MCMC parameter estimates for indexes.

Table 6. Comparison of MCMC and MLE for individual stocks.
Symbol Model T

HYBD

INTC

LCBM

MFRI

method

p

(J

PBJD- MLE

0.8755 0.3969 47.35 28.97 03475 0.0494 --0.0059
2.42 2.15 0.1199 0.1225
0.00 II
PBJD- MCMC 0.8508 0.8594 46.98 43.88 0.7312 0.1282 - 0.0085
0.12 0.24 0.0053 0.001 8
0.0000
DEJD- MCMC 0.8028 0.5645 41.42 37.27 0.4532 0.111 3 - 0.0061
0.0018 0.0059 0.11 0.22
0.0000
PBJD- MLE

0.0210
0.0000
0.0190
0.0000
0.0206
0.0000

0.3921

1.1884 19.41 33.25 0.4660 0.7224 - 0.0013 0.0230
0.42 0.41 0.2365 0.3368
0.0003 0.0000
PBJD- MCMC 0.4585 1.1 3 12 18.54 24.60 0.5186 0.61 26
0.0003 0.0131
0.03 0.04 0.0016 0.001 9
0.0000 0.0000
DEJD- MCMC 0.4536 1.4258 16.97 25.05 0.6467 0.7791
0.0002 0.021 8
0.00 10 0.0087 0.03 0.04
0.000 1 0.0000
PBJD- MLE

0.8475 0.4000 47.22 24.49 0.3390 0.0610 --0.0036 0.0281
1.88 1.69 0.1590 0.1541
0.0016 0.0000
PBJD- MCMC 0.5176 0.8357 47.85 49.39 0.4326 0.4031
0.0002 0.0 142
0.06 0.06 0.00 17 0.()(ll3
0.0000 0.0000
DEJD - MCMC 0.4858 1.1026 46.69 49.34 0.5356 0.5670
0.0005 0.0144
0.0000 0.0000
0.0746 0.0041 0.06 0.07
PBJD- MLE

0.7051 0.4276 24.22 20.57 0.3015
1.77 1.56 0.06 13
PBJD - MCMC 0.4464 1.1437 31.73 39.18 0.5 105
0.05 0.07 0.0017
DEJD- MCMC 0.4705 1.5425 29.75 37.92 0.7257
0.0008 0.0089 0.04 0.06
PBJD- MLE

0.4885 1.4696 33 .07 35.67 0.7179
0.11 0.15 0. 1556
PBJD- MCMC 0.4985 1.092 1 29.26 32.03 0.5444
0.06 0.05 0.0019
DEJD- MCMC 0.4984 1.976 1 29.28 32.00 0.9849
0.0004 0.0079 0.06 0.0 I

0.1261 -0.0051 0.0234
0.0735
0.0010 0.0000
0.6332
0.0005 0.0077
0.0025
0.0000 0.0000
0.81 68
0.0000 0.0109
0.0000 0.0000
0.75 17
0.1882
0.5477
0.0016
0.991 2

0.0002
0.0000
0.0002
0.0000
0.0002
0.0000

0.0038
0.0000
0.0065
0.0000
0.0064
0.0000

Note : The table presents estimates for five stocks under the PBJD and DEJD specifications. The
daily retu ms span the period 11111999-12/3 1/2003 (N = I, 256). Standard errors appear below the
estimates.

instruments to protect against large downward movements in stock prices . This
demand by investors due to portfolio insurance strategies has increased the price of
protection (resulting in a "crash premium") and therefore the left tail of the ri.sk
neutral distribution has more weight.
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Symbol

Model

P

).

IJu

(J

S&P 500
PBJD 0.3784 1.1489
05/2007- 12/20 I 0
DEJD 0.4087 1.6977
0.0008 0.0054
S&P 500
PBJD 0.2159 1.3805
05/2007- 03/2009
DEJD 0.2769 2.864 1
0.0015 0.0242
S&P 500
PBJD 0.4939 1.2635
03/2009- 12/2010
DEJD 0.4803 3.0172
0.0021 0.0242

80.67 72 .16 0.4348 0.7141 0.0025 0.0035
0.12
0.08 0.0020 0.0025 0.0000 0.0000
78.75 70.88 0.6938 1.0039 0.0024 0.0042
0.12
0.08
0.0000 0.0000
63.69 60. 11 0.2980 1.0825 0.0050 0.0039
0.15
0.08 0.0011 0.0047 0.0000 0.0000
61.94 60.54 0.7931 2.0710 0.0024 0.0042
0.0000 0.0000
0.18
0.11
104.84 103.03 0.6241 0.6394 0.0015 0.0042
0.25
0.25 0.0046 0.0057 0.0000 0.0000
102.69 102.35 1.4732 1.5940 0.0017 0.003 1
0.17
0.17
0.0000 0.0000

NASD
PBJD 0.3514 1.1 352
05/2007- 12/2010
DEJD 0.3499 1.9247
0.0013 0.0 140
NASD
PBJD 0.1999 1.3374
05/2007-03/2009
DEJD 0.2720 2.2792
0.0016 0.0202
NASD
PBJD 0.5428 1.2989
03/2009- 12/2010
DEJD 0.5674 3.7589
0.0010 0.0217

76.75 70.63 0.3989 0.7363 0.0032 0.0057
0.17
0.09 0.0025 0.0031 0.0000 0.0000
74.93 70.38 0.6735 1.2512 0.0038 0.0059
0.16
0.10
0.0000 0.0000
61.58 60.55 0.2673 1.0701 0.0055 0.0079
0.19
0.16 0.0018 0.0063 0.0001 0.0000
60.00 62.29 0.6199 1.6593 0.0050 0.0085
0.12
0.08
0.0001 0.0000
99.80 96.46 0.7051 0.5938 0.0012 0.0029
0.16
0.16 0.0033 0.0027 0.0000 0.0000
99.47 95 .19 2.1328 1.6261 0.0004 0.0016
0.12
0.13
0.0000 0.0000

Note: The table presents estimates for S&P-500 and NASDAQ indexes under the PBJD and
DEJD specifications using recent data. Standard errors appear below the estimates.

Figure 4 presents the decomposed PBJD estimated distributions for the S&P
500 and NASDAQ using the Bayesian parameter estimates for the Bear, Bull and
the combined periods from Table 7. For both indexes, the figures validate the
existence of the "crashophobia", as shown by the significant contribution of the
down-jump component in the model.
For S&P SOO's Bull period, we find Ad is comparable to Au · Whereas, both '7S are
similar and smaller than the combined and the Bear period estimates. Consequently, the jump components together have a less significant impact on returns,
effectively offsetting one another, and allowing f.1. to be the dominant force that
pushes up the index level (see Fig. 4). For the NASDAQ's Bull period, A.u is larg~r
than Ad. That is the arrival of "good news" further amplifies the positive drift of this
index (see Fig. 4). Again, both '7S are similar but smaller than the combined and the
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However, our Bayesian estimation approach is computationally more efficient and

NASOAQ; Combln.d

Fig~re 4. ~BJD distributions for S&P-500 and NASDAQ (bull, bear, and combined
penods) usmg the MCMC parameter estimates from Table 7.

Bear period estimates. The good news component accelerates the drift of the return
process.
The parameter estimates for the alternative AAJD specifications should be
nearly i_dentical when all the underlying distributional assumptions are satisfied, as
shown m Sec. 2.3. In our simulation exercise, the noted assumptions are satisfied
and as a. r~~ult the parameter estimates reported in Table 3 are nearly identical.
W~en utlhzmg actual return data, our analysis shows that the majority of the
estimated parameters found in Tables 5-7 are notably different under PBJD and
DEJD. This divergence of the the parameter estimates suggests at least one violatio~ of the underlying assumptions: the independence of the returns, parameters,
and JUmp events; their distributional forms; and the equivalency of the mixture
model components.

5. Conclusion
In this study, we develop a Bayesian estimation method for estimating the parameters of the ~symmetric Affine Jump-Diffusion models. We provide an empirical
~ssessment of these models using daily returns for the S&P 500 and the NASDAQ
mdexes: as well as specific stocks. We complete our analysis by providing a
companson of the estimated parameters under Bayesian estimation and MLE. We
find that, in general, the Bayesian estimates are consistent with the MLE estimates.
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yields smaller standard errors.
We find that the AAJD models are consistent with the empirical features of
return processes. We study the behavior of the models' parameters during different
market epochs (Bull and Bear periods) and find that with the introduction of the
jump components, the volatility component due to the GBM part of the return
process (o") is constant across epochs. This finding is in contrast to the stochastic
volatility models that show persistence in J. As Eraker et al. (2003) and others
have shown, stochastic volatility is an important component of the return process
and should be formally integrated into the AAJD specification. Then, one can
formally test the conjecture that there is no persistence in J, after adjustments for
jumps. With the Bayesian estimation approach, it may be simpler to determine
whether stochastic volatility remains important when the jump components of
return process has a more complex structure like the AAJD specifications. This is
an interesting future line of research we plan to pursue.
There are other interesting directions to extend this work As a starting point,
other estimation techniques, such as the generalized method of moments and its
variants may be utilized to obtain estimates of the AAJD parameters. Time-varying
jump intensities, as proposed by Andersen et al. (2002), offers another way to
enhance the AAJD specification. Finally, integrating the jump detection techniques
suggested by Lee and Hanng (2010) and Lee (2012) into the Bayesian estimation
of the AAJD represent a challenging but potentially valuable direction for future
research.
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Appendix A
The appendix provides information about our choice of candidate distributions and
the specifics of our sampling procedures. The majority of our distributional choice
are guided by previous studies, particularly Eraker et al. (2003), Jacquier et al.
(2007), Johannes and Polson (2009) and Jacquier and Polson (2011).

A.l. Sampling the latent variable
Sampling the latent variable is the most important part of our Bayesian estimation
method. This sampling step constitutes the "ownership" step of the algorithm,
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penods) usmg the MCMC parameter estimates from Table 7.

Bear period estimates. The good news component accelerates the drift of the return
process.
The parameter estimates for the alternative AAJD specifications should be
nearly i_dentical when all the underlying distributional assumptions are satisfied, as
shown m Sec. 2.3. In our simulation exercise, the noted assumptions are satisfied
and as a. r~~ult the parameter estimates reported in Table 3 are nearly identical.
W~en utlhzmg actual return data, our analysis shows that the majority of the
estimated parameters found in Tables 5-7 are notably different under PBJD and
DEJD. This divergence of the the parameter estimates suggests at least one violatio~ of the underlying assumptions: the independence of the returns, parameters,
and JUmp events; their distributional forms; and the equivalency of the mixture
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mdexes: as well as specific stocks. We complete our analysis by providing a
companson of the estimated parameters under Bayesian estimation and MLE. We
find that, in general, the Bayesian estimates are consistent with the MLE estimates.
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formally test the conjecture that there is no persistence in J, after adjustments for
jumps. With the Bayesian estimation approach, it may be simpler to determine
whether stochastic volatility remains important when the jump components of
return process has a more complex structure like the AAJD specifications. This is
an interesting future line of research we plan to pursue.
There are other interesting directions to extend this work As a starting point,
other estimation techniques, such as the generalized method of moments and its
variants may be utilized to obtain estimates of the AAJD parameters. Time-varying
jump intensities, as proposed by Andersen et al. (2002), offers another way to
enhance the AAJD specification. Finally, integrating the jump detection techniques
suggested by Lee and Hanng (2010) and Lee (2012) into the Bayesian estimation
of the AAJD represent a challenging but potentially valuable direction for future
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temporarily defining which mixture model component generates each of the observed returns (i.e. the no, up-, or down-jump component of the approximate
trinomial mixture model). Let /i E { -1, 0, 1} indicate a down-, no, and an up-jump
events respectively at times i = 1, ... , M. The conditional probability mass
function of /i is

P( Ii

=-

II(}'

PBJD,

.

ri)

P(J. = OI(J'
1

P(I

i=

PBJD,

=

).;tfo. 1(ri)

(1 -A.;, - A.~)fo.o(ri)
+ (1 -A.;,- A.~)fo.o(ri) + A.;JI. o(ri)'

I

1

-Au- ),d)fo.o(ri)

+ A.ufl_o(ri)
1

summary statistics

'

,
)
!c;ft.o(ri)
11 (} PBJD, ri = lc~fo. (ri) + (I -A~- A.~)fo.o(ri) + A.;JI.o(ri).
1

By our construction of A~ and A.~, the probability mass function for /i is proper (the
weights sum to one) and can be easily sampled from. Conditional on sampling an
up-jump event /i = 1, or down-jump event /i = -1, we must also sample the jump
amplitudes from the Pareto or Beta distributions.
Let Yf' and Yf be the conditional up- and down-jump amplitudes for return ri.
Sampling
and Yf is a challenging step, because we are not able to draw
samples from the posterior directly. The posterior distribution of the conditional
jumps are
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where U and D are the cumulative sum of the sampled up- and down-jumps, and n
and m are the number of sampled up- and down-jumps. The next component of
the GS method is to sample the elements of (J~BJD conditional on the complete
data. Let fi be the complete set of all 4-tuples, !i = (R 1, ... , RM ). The complete
likelihood is
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(J~BJD for the remainder of the GS.

There does not exist a prior distribution for f('lu) and f('ld) that will yield recognizable proper conditionals,f(Y{I · ), j = u, d, from which to draw samples of Y{.
Given this circumstance, it is possible to rely on MH sampling to draw samples of
Y{. However, it is not clear what the optimal proposal distribution should be
(Johannes and Polson, 2009, p. 16). Two reasonable choices are the Gamma or
Normal distributions. After experimenting with both candidates, we found that the
Gamma distribution is a poor choice leading to very low acceptance rates, whereas
the Normal distribution yields the highest acceptance rates ranging from 83% to
97%. However, the MH sampling of jumps is computationally expensive for
returns with large numbers of up- and down-jump events. In practice, we found it
efficient and satisfactory to directly sample from the Normal distribution without
the MH step. We therefore sample the up- and down-jumps using

A.2. Sampling the jump event parameters
The arrival rate of the up- and the down-jumps is governed by the Poisson processes with generating rates leu and A.,1. We assume an uninformative prior
7r(A~,A.~) ex: /(A.~ E [0, l],A.~ E [0, 1]), and only require information about the cumulative number of up and down-jumps (U and D above). This information is
contained in the summary statistics of K The posterior distribution of (A.:,A.d)
conditional on
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The subscript in each product, h indicates the product for up-, down-, and no-jump
event<>. We use the complete likelihood to iteratively sample the parameters in
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Sampling the latent variable results in a 4-tuple of "complete information",
Ri = (ri,h Yf, Yf'), fori= 1, ... ,M. The remaining sampling steps for the elements of (J~BJD will have posterior distributions which rely on the following

(A.~)n+l-I(,A_~)m+l-1(1 _A~_ A~)M-n-m+l-1

which is the kernel of a Dirichlet distribution, hence we sample (l~,A.~)'"'"'
Dirichlet(n

+ !,m + l,M- n- m + 1).
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A.3. Sampling the jump size parameters

A.5. Sampling the volatility parameter

The parameters that govern the generating process for the size of the up- and
down-jumps are IJu and IJd respectively. All of the information needed to develop
the posterior distribution of IJu is contained in the summary statistics of B.. The
posterior distribution of IJu is

The posterior distribution of rJ 2 is given below.
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,

which is the kernel of a Gamma distribution, hence we sample IJu "' f(n + 1, U).
The posterior distribution for IJd is similar, hence we sample IJd "' f(m + I, D).
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This is an unrecognizable distribution (non-standard) and we are unable to directly
sample from the posterior. Subsequently, we rely on a MH accept-reject scheme.
However, the posterior closely resembles the kernel of an inverse Gamma distribution where the second parameter, located in the exponent, actually depends on
rJ2. Hence, we sample rJ 2 by drawing from an inverse Gamma distribution. Then,
we use the following MH accept-reject algorithm
• Sample rJ 2 •

rv

r-t ('i:- 1, L~l

2

2

(ri- Yj- Yf-

f.1.

+ o;

)

).

• Calculate the probability of accepting the candidate sample

A.4. Sampling the drift parameter

The posterior distribution of parameter p. is comparable to the posterior distribution
when the mixture model is the usual mixture of Normal distributions. In this case,
terms involving IJu and IJd act as normalizing constants and do not contribute any
information to the posterior distribution of f-1.· The quadratic, Gaussian kernel of
each component adjusts the observed ri by Yf' or
Only one of the jump sizes
will be non-zero by construction. So, we can re-write the posterior distribution to
reflect this fact. The posterior distribution of f.1. is

rr

7r(rJ 2.\f.1.,lD 7rr-l(rJ 2 \rJ 2.,f.1.,B)

•

P

=

7r(rJ2\p.,B) 7rr-1(rJ2'!rJ2,f.1.,R)'

where 7rr;_ 1 () is the inverse Gamma distribution using the conditioned value of
rJ2 or rJ 2 in the construction of the exponent. Let p * = min {p *, 1}.
• Generate p "' Uniform(O, I) and if p * > p, accept rJ 2 •.
Using simulated and real data, this MH scheme for sampling rJ 2 is efficient and
accepts 80%-90% of the candidate samples.
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